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Abstract 21 
Whereas it is generally accepted that calcium-aluminum-rich inclusions (CAIs) from chondritic 22 
meteorites formed in a hot environment in the solar protoplanetary disk, the conditions of their 23 
formation remain debated. Recent laboratory studies of CAIs have provided new kind of data: their 24 
size distributions. We report that size distributions of CAIs measured in laboratory from sections of 25 
carbonaceous chondrites have a power law size distribution with cumulative size exponent between 26 
-1.7 and -1.9, which translates into cumulative size exponent between -2.5 and -2.8 after correction 27 
for sectioning. To explain these observations, numerical simulations were run to explore the growth 28 
of CAIs from micrometer to centimeter sizes, in a hot and turbulent protoplanetary disk through the 29 
competition of coagulation and fragmentation. We show that the size distributions obtained in 30 
growth simulations are in agreement with CAIs size distributions in meteorites. We explain the CAI 31 
sharp cut-off of their size distribution at centimeter sizes as the direct result from the famous 32 
fragmentation barrier, provided that CAI fragment for impact velocities larger than 10 m/s. The 33 
growth/destruction timescales of millimeter- and centimeter-sized CAIs is inversely proportional to 34 
the local dust/gas ratio and is about 10 years at 1300 K and up to 104 years at 1670K. This implies 35 
that the most refractory CAIs are expected to be smaller in size owing to their long growth timescale 36 
compared to less refractory CAIs. Conversely, the least refractory CAIs could have been recycled 37 
many times during the CAI production era which may have profound consequences for their 38 
radiometric age. 39 
 40 
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1. Introduction 41 
Calcium-aluminum-rich inclusions (CAIs) from chondritic meteorites are the oldest objects formed in 42 
the Solar System as indicated by their absolute radiometric ages using the U-Pb chronometer (e.g. 43 
Amelin et al. 2010; Bouvier and Wadhwa 2010; Connelly et al. 2012). Understanding their conditions 44 
of formation is thus key to unravel the astrophysical conditions in the nascent Solar System. They are 45 
widely thought to have formed by gas-solid condensation of a gas of chondritic (i.e. solar) composition, 46 
notably for the rock-forming elements (e.g. Grossman 1972, Ebel 2006), but numerous such objects 47 
have experienced complex thermal histories, including in some cases multiple partial melting events 48 
(e.g. MacPherson 2003; and references therein). Their astrophysical environment of formation has 49 
been investigated and it is widely thought they have formed at high pressure (P > 0.1 Pa) and high 50 
temperature (T > 1300 K) in the hot inner region of the solar protoplanetary disk (e.g. Shu et al. 1997, 51 
Ciesla 2010). In spite of their common refractory chemistry and isotopic anomalies indicative of 52 
formation in a common reservoir, they present a wide diversity of petrographic types and sizes. Their 53 
sizes notably span four orders of magnitude from less than 1 µm to 2cm, for the smallest corundum 54 
(Al2O3) grains found in meteorite matrices (e.g. Nakamura et al. 2007, Makide et al. 2009) to the largest 55 
so-called type B CAIs (e.g. MacPherson and Grossman 1981, MacPherson et al. 1989), respectively. 56 
How CAIs reached such large sizes remains mostly unknown since their growth mechanism has never 57 
been investigated in detail. Large rounded cm-sized CAIs have phase relationships indicative of 58 
extensive partial melting (e.g. type A and B CAIs, MacPherson and Grossman 1981, Simon et al. 1999, 59 
Kita et al. 2012), which obscured their growth mechanism, while other CAIs are aggregates of 10-50 60 
µm nodules (such as the fine-grained spinel-rich CAIs; e.g. Krot et al., 2004) and thus may not have 61 
been completely melted since they were assembled (see examples on Figure 1). Once partially molten 62 
CAIs are also designated as igneous, i.e., crystallized from a silicate melt, or coarse-grained CAIs 63 
(designated as CG-CAIs hereafter) and fine-grained aggregates are commonly referred to as fine-64 
grained CAIs (designated as FG-CAIs hereafter). Although nodules from FG-CAIs are thought to have 65 
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best preserved condensation evidence (e.g. Krot et al. 2004) and may be direct condensates from the 66 
gas, laboratory condensation experiments have only produced sub-µm to ≤ 5 µm grains to date 67 
(Toppani et al. 2006, Takigawa et al. 2012, Tachibana et al. 2014). In addition to the aggregate nature 68 
of the FG-CAIs, it was recently realized that several CG-CAIs were in fact compound inclusions made of 69 
several lithological units that were initially individual CAIs aggregated to each other before being 70 
partially molten to some extent (e.g. El Goresy et al. 2002, Aléon et al. 2007, MacPherson et al. 2012, 71 
Ivanova et al. 2012). These observations suggest that coagulation of refractory precursors is a potential 72 
mechanism to produce large cm-sized CAIs from initially sub-µm to µm-sized condensates. Conversely, 73 
the growth of dust to cm-sized objects in the planet formation regions of protoplanetary disks has 74 
been investigated for long (see e.g. Brauer el al., 2008, Birnstiel et al., 2010, Charnoz and Taillifet 2012) 75 
and is known to be a rapid mechanism. Dust grains grow from micrometer to millimeter size through 76 
surface sticking in a few 10 to 100 years at 1 AU (Brauer et al., 2008, Charnoz and Taillifet 2012). In the 77 
present paper, we first report the measurement of size distributions obtained from 4 meteorites from 78 
the CAI-rich CV-CK chondrite clan. Then we describe and apply a numerical simulation of grain growth 79 
in protoplanetary disks to the case of CAIs growth to determine whether growth by coagulation 80 
competing with fragmentation (starting from small precursors) in a hot and turbulent inner disk region 81 
(where the pressure and temperature conditions are favorable for CAI formation) is a viable 82 
mechanism to produce cm-sized CAIs and the resulting size distribution are compared to laboratory 83 
measurements. We also investigate the typical growth time and collisional lifetime of CAIs. The paper 84 
is organized as follows: we present laboratory measurements of CAI size distributions and the dust-85 
growth numerical model in section 2 and 3, respectively. In section 4, we present our results from 86 
numerical simulations, compare them to laboratory measurements and discuss their implications in 87 
the context of planet formation. Our findings are summarized in section 5. 88 
 89 
2. CAIs size distributions in CV-CK carbonaceous chondrites 90 
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Each chondrite group has its own population of CAIs, in terms of size and petrography (e.g. Krot et al. 91 
2001). We focused our study to the CV and CV-related CK carbonaceous chondrites, because CAIs in 92 
these meteorites are (1) more abundant (up to approximately 15 vol%; e.g. Chaumard et al., 2014), (2) 93 
span the full size range from µm- (e.g. Kunihiro et al., 2005) to cm-sizes, and (3) have been extensively 94 
studied in the past. To our knowledge, only two studies investigated in details the size distribution of 95 
CAIs in CV chondrites (Chaumard et al., 2014; Fisher et al., 2014). Data from Chaumard et al. (2014) 96 
were used here to produce new size distributions. The samples investigated here are classified as 97 
follows with increasing metamorphic grade: Allende (CV3 Ox.), Northwest Africa (NWA) 779 (CV3), 98 
NWA 2900 (classified as a CV3 but similar to CK4 chondrites; see Chaumard et al., 2009, 2014), and 99 
Tanezrouft (Tnz) 057 (CK4). Fisher et al. (2014) used 1399 CAIs. Here we used 278 CAIs from Allende, 100 
311 CAIs from NWA 779, 223 CAIs from NWA 2900 and 3024 CAIs from Tnz 057, accounting for a total 101 
3836 CAIs. Fisher et al. (2014) reported a peak in the size distribution around 150-200 µm for Allende. 102 
Chaumard et al. (2014) reported a similar peak for NWA 779 (125–250 µm) and a peak at slightly larger 103 
sizes of about 300 µm for NWA 2900 and Tnz 057 but did not observe such a peak for Allende. 104 
Chaumard et al. (2014) attribute this peak to the coarsening of the size distributions due to 105 
metamorphism on the parent body. Two effects appear to be at the origin of this coarsening: (1) the 106 
chemical re-equilibration and (2) recrystallization of CAIs with the surrounding matrix during 107 
metamorphism, both effects resulting in a preferential removal of small CAIs relative to the larger ones. 108 
Since it has been shown that Allende was significantly metamorphosed (e.g. Bonal et al., 2006), it is 109 
possible that the peak at 150-200 µm observed by Fisher et al. (2014) is already a consequence of the 110 
parent body metamorphism. As a result, we chose to compare the slopes of the size distributions 111 
above 0.2 mm (0.3 mm in Tnz 057, the most metamorphosed meteorite used in this study) to avoid a 112 
possible parent body effect due to metamorphism (Table 1). 113 
As commonly admitted, Figure 1 shows that cm-sized CAIs are dominated by CG-CAIs. Chaumard et al. 114 
(2014) indicate that FG-CAIs from Allende have an equivalent radius mean value of 210 µm and that 115 
70% of these FG-CAIs have equivalent radii below 250 µm. These observations indicate that FG-CAIs 116 
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and CG-CAIs have different size distributions, unmelted FG-CAIs being more abundant for small sizes 117 
and partially melted CAIs such as CG-CAIs more abundant for large sizes. Because FG-CAIs are by far 118 
the most abundant type of CAIs, their size distribution is likely to be very close to that of the bulk CAI 119 
size distribution. By contrast, to establish a size distribution of igneous/CG-CAIs with enough statistics 120 
to be representative, a large amount of meteoritic material would be necessary. Although this may be 121 
possible using Allende (for which 2 tons of material is available), it is beyond the goal of the present 122 
study. 123 
The size distribution of CAIs was measured for the 4 CV-CK chondrites listed above (Figure 2). The 124 
cumulative exponent of the corresponding size distribution was measured and reported in table 1 in a 125 
size range in which the function is approximately linear. As a whole, all meteorites give consistent 126 
results suggesting that our results are not significantly affected by parent body metamorphism. The 127 
cumulative size distributions of CAIs (number of objects with size larger than r, designated as N(>r)) 128 
measured in sections display shallow slopes with exponent ranging between -1.7 and -1.99. In addition, 129 
the absolute size of the largest CAI differs from one meteorite to another, but the largest sizes are 130 
generally up to few mm or cm depending on the meteorite. Note that a bias is possible in the largest 131 
sizes due to the amount of surface observed. For instance, although we did not observed cm-sized CAIs 132 
in Allende, those are well known to be present and can be easily found on larger slabs of Allende.  133 
However, the results mentioned above are size-distributions observed in meteorite sections. As a 134 
result, the observed CAI cross-sections do not necessarily correspond to their equatorial sections, 135 
resulting in a systematic bias in the estimation of their equivalent radii. Indeed, for each CAI, the real 136 
radius (of the three-dimensional object) is never observed, but rather a smaller radius (in general) due 137 
to cut effects. In addition, small CAIs have a lower probability than large CAIs to be cut across. The size 138 
distribution of CAIs observed in a section is thus biased due to these two competing effects, and one 139 
may wonder how the size distribution of CAI in a section relates to the “real” size distribution of CAI in 140 
the same meteorite, if we could extract all of them from the meteorite. This question is addressed in 141 
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Appendix A.1 in the case where the “real” size distribution of CAIs follows a power law (i.e. assuming 142 
that  (N>R)  r-  with  standing for a positive constant). We show that the size distribution of CAIs in 143 
a section follows a shallower power law distribution following N(>R) r-+1. So the original size 144 
distribution of CAIs is recovered from the observation of the size distribution in a slice by simply 145 
subtracting 1 to the measured slope. Inspection of table 1 shows that, for the four meteorites 146 
investigated here, the effective slopes of the CAI size distributions range from -2.7 to -2.99 assuming 147 
that they behave as a power law, which seems a reasonable approximation far from the size-cutoff 148 
after inspection of Figure 2. 149 
However, as mentioned in appendix A.2, close to the cut-off radius, in the millimeter range, some 150 
deviation from a perfect power law may imply to use a slightly different correction factor. We found 151 
using a purely numerical approach (appendix A.2) that in the millimeter size range it is somewhat 152 
better to subtract 0.84 to the observed cumulative size distribution to recover the real 3D distribution. 153 
So the “real” slopes of the CAI cumulative size distributions would range from -2.54 to -2.83 (Table 1), 154 
in the 0.1 mm to 1 mm size range. 155 
 156 
3.  Numerical simulation of CAI growth 157 
After having reported the size distributions of CAIs found in several meteorites, we now investigate if 158 
these distributions can be recovered via “classical” models of growth (through surface sticking) in a 159 
protoplanetary disk. Since the found distributions (see section 2) are close to distributions at collisional 160 
equilibrium (i.e. with differential size distribution with a power-law index close to -3.5) we use the 161 
LIDT3D code, that has been validated for the growth of dust in the protoplanetary disk (Charnoz & 162 
Taillifet 2012) in a cold environment to the case of CAIs, expected to grow in a high temperature region 163 
of the disk. The main originality of the LIDT3D code is that the dust motion in the gas is numerically 164 
integrated in 3D in the disk so that we have a good integration of velocities and a good representation 165 
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of the dust sedimentation process. This is opposed to more classical codes (like Brauer et al., 2008, 166 
Birnstiel et al. 2010) in which the dust drift velocity and vertical distribution is analytically computed 167 
with some assumptions. This is especially useful when the dust collision timescale gets smaller than 168 
the diffusion timescale, so that the dust vertical distribution is prevented from reaching an equilibrium 169 
(Charnoz & Taillifet 2012)  170 
 Whereas the code has been described in details in Charnoz & Taillifet 2012, we recall below its 171 
functioning and specificities. 172 
3.1 The gas disk model 173 
We model a small region of the disk, between 0.5 and 0.51 AU. The simulation can thus be considered 174 
as local with uniform radial temperature. This region is chosen so that it corresponds approximately to 175 
a typical distance from the Sun at which CAIs can form (see e.g. Ciesla, 2010). Thermodynamical 176 
conditions were chosen to achieve consistency between astrophysical conditions in the protoplanetary 177 
disk and the stability fields of refractory inclusions as derived from equilibrium condensation 178 
calculations (e.g. Ebel 2006, Lodders 2003) and from laboratory crystallization experiments (e.g. 179 
Stolper 1984, Stolper and Paque 1986). The gas surface density is 30000 kg/m2 and the resulting 180 
pressure and sound velocity are ~10 Pa and ~2000 m/s (and do not change much with temperature). 181 
These values correspond to a minimum-mass solar nebula at 0.5 AU heated through viscous and stellar 182 
irradiation heating (Baillie and Charnoz, 2014). The gas velocity field (radial and azimuthal velocities) 183 
is computed using the formalism of Takeuchi and Lin (2002) assuming an  turbulent parameter of 184 
0.01 (Shakura and Sunyaev 1973), which is standard for turbulent protoplanetary disks (Fromang and 185 
Nelson, 2009). We assume that the gas radial velocity is independent of the vertical direction Z as many 186 
uncertainties remain on the gas flow structure inside a disk (Fromang et al., 2011). 187 
We explored a temperature range between 1670 K and 1250 K corresponding to the range of CAI 188 
mineral condensation and slightly lower to account for large variations of the local dust/gas ratio. The 189 
latter has been determined (1) with the assumption that the bulk dust/gas ratio in the disk is 10-2 as 190 
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commonly admitted and (2) using the fraction of rocky elements condensed at the considered 191 
temperature as approximated from equilibrium condensation calculations. We used condensed 192 
fractions estimated from Davis and Richter (2005) assuming that the temperatures of condensation 193 
were roughly shifted by ~100 K in the 10-4 bar calculations compared to the 10-3 bar case (compilation 194 
by Ebel 2006). We assumed that minor changes in the sequence of mineral condensation between the 195 
calculations of Yoneda and Grossman 1995, Lodders 2003 and Ebel 2006 are unlikely to change 196 
drastically the order of magnitude of the dust/gas ratios used here. In the paper this dust/gas ratio is 197 
denoted f. 198 
 Eight simulations were run to span the range of possible conditions (Table 2). Cases 1 and 2 were run 199 
at 1670 K immediately below the expected onset of refractory mineral condensation at 10 Pa (10-4 bar) 200 
with the condensation of corundum (Al2O3) starting at Tcond ~ 1680-1690 K (Lodders, 2003, Ebel 2006). 201 
Cases 3 and 4 were run at 1650 K during the condensation of corundum but for a much higher dust/gas 202 
ratio (5  10-5). Cases 5 and 6 were run at 1550 K, a somewhat intermediate temperature in the range 203 
of CAI mineral condensation temperatures. For each of these three temperatures two simulations 204 
were run with Vfrag = 1m/s and Vfrag = 10 m/s to account for the possibility of CAIs being solid or partially 205 
molten depending on chemistry (see section 3.3), since the solidus of type B CAIs is in the 1500 K-1660 206 
K range (e.g. Stolper 1982, Stolper and Paque 1986, Richter 2004). The last simulations were run at 207 
temperatures of 1350 K corresponding to the onset of forsterite condensation (Mg2SiO4, Tcond ~ 1350-208 
1360 K, Lodders 2003, Ebel 2006), the least refractory of primary CAI minerals and of 1250 K, where 209 
CAIs can be considered as cold and most olivine, pyroxene and metal as condensed. The corresponding 210 
dust/gas ratios are estimated to be 5  10-4 and 5  10-3 respectively. 211 
 212 
3.2 Model of particle motion and particle growth 213 
In order to follow the growth of CAIs, we use the code LIDT3D (Charnoz et al., 2011; Charnoz and 214 
Taillifet, 2012), which has been designed specifically to track the growth of dust in a turbulent solar 215 
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nebula. This code allows (i) to integrate the motion of individual particles in the disk and (ii) to compute 216 
the growth and the evolution of the size distribution of objects. A key eature of this code, compared 217 
to other published approaches is that it is a 3D code where vertical diffusion, coagulation, 218 
fragmentation and radial drift are treated concurrently. 219 
In the present section, we recall the main aspects of the code. Numerous complementary information 220 
on the code’s performances as well as numerous tests may be found in Charnoz and Taillifet 2012. First 221 
the motions of thousands of particles, called tracers, are tracked in a gaseous protoplanetary disk. Each 222 
tracer represents a collection of “real” particles (CAIs in the present case), with a same radius a, and 223 
mass m. Each tracer is evolved in the disk taking into account the gas drag according to the classical 224 
laws: 225 
𝑑?⃗? 
𝑑𝑡
=
𝐹 ∗
𝑚
−
?⃗? −?⃗? 𝑔
𝜏
          (1) 226 
where F* is the gravitational force of the central star, the second term is the gas drag force, v is the 227 
particle’s velocity, vg the gas velocity and m the particle mass. The dust stopping time τ is in the Epstein 228 
regime: 229 
             (2) 230 
where ρs is the CAI density (3500 kg/m3), ρ the gas density and Cs the local sound velocity. When the 231 
particle size becomes comparable to the gas mean free path, we may adopt a different expression  for 232 
the gas drag (the Stokes regime). However, whereas the Stokes drag regime is taken into account in 233 
the code, it is never encountered. Accounting for the turbulence is done through a Monte Carlo 234 
procedure, in which a random kick on the position of tracers rt is added at each time step to reproduce 235 
the effect of turbulence according to a Gaussian law with mean <rt> and standard deviation r2 given 236 
by: 237 
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where Dd is the effective diffusion coefficient of turbulence and dt the time step. This random walk 239 
closely reproduces the effect of turbulence and many theoretical results have been reproduced with 240 
this procedure (see Charnoz and Taillifet, 2012). Dd depends on the strength of the turbulence as well 241 
as particle size. We use the following prescription for the dust diffusion coefficient (Youdin and 242 
Lithwick, 2007): 243 
    𝐷𝑑  ~
𝛼𝐶𝑠
2
𝛺𝑘𝑆𝑐
      (4) 244 
where k is the local keplerian frequency and  a dimension-less number measuring the strength of 245 
turbulence, in the so-called “-disks”. Numerous numerical simulations show that for a magnetized 246 
disk, in hot regions where CAIs may form,  is expected to be 0.001 to 0.01 (see e.g. Fromang and 247 
Nelson, 2009). Sc is the Schmidt number corresponding to the ratio of the dust and gas diffusion 248 
coefficients. Youdin and Lithwick (2007) proposes Sc=(1+Ωk2s2)2/(1+4 Ωk2s2) (their equation 37). 249 
Once the position and velocity of each tracer is computed individually, the particle growth must be 250 
computed. We adopt a particle-in-a-box approach. Local encounter velocities are computed by doing 251 
local averages in the numerical simulations where we have a direct knowledge of the drift velocities. 252 
Let Vi,j be the encounter velocities in the disk between CAI of size i and size j. As the turbulence and 253 
thermal motion are not explicitly computed, corrective terms must be added in order to take them 254 
into account:  255 
𝑉𝑖𝑗
2 =< 𝑉𝑖 − 𝑉𝑗 >
2+ 𝑉𝑖𝑗,𝑇𝐻𝐸𝑅𝑀
2 + 𝑉𝑖𝑗,𝑇𝑈𝑅𝐵
2     (5) 256 
The first term is the relative velocity between pairs of particles i and j. This term is directly measured 257 
in the simulation. The second term comes from contribution for thermal random motion between pairs 258 
of particle sizes, it is computed analytically: V2i,j,THERM =8kT(mi+mj)/(mimj)). The third term corresponds 259 
to the contribution from turbulence. It is computed analytically following the formalism of Ormel and 260 
Cuzzi (2007). The magnitudes of the different terms are displayed in Figure 4 where it appears clearly 261 
that the major contribution to relative velocities is the turbulence. Drift velocities contributes to only 262 
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a few meter per seconds only. Thermal motion has only a negligible contribution, apart from < 0.1 263 
micron radius particles. Once the relative velocities are computed, the number of collisions occurring 264 
between CAIs of radius ai and aj are computed according to the standard particle-in-a-box procedure: 265 
𝑁𝑖𝑗 = 𝑉𝑖𝑗𝜋(𝑎𝑖 + 𝑎𝑗)
2
𝑑𝑡𝑁𝑖𝑁𝑗       (6) 266 
with ai, aj standing for the radius of CAI in bins i and j, and Ni and Nj standing for the volume densities 267 
of particles with sizes i and j (number of particles per volume unit).  268 
3.3 Fragmentation and coagulation 269 
The law for coagulation and fragmentation is taken from Brauer et al. (2008) and includes coagulation, 270 
fragmentation and craterization using a simple procedure. We assume a fixed threshold velocity for 271 
fragmentation Vfrag. If Vij < Vfrag then sticking is perfect. If Vij>Vfrag then the CAI is destroyed. Fragments 272 
are assumed to be distributed according to a power law so that the number of fragments in size range 273 
rdr is dN  r-3.5dr corresponding (approximatively) to a collisional population at equilibrium (if the 274 
material strength is size independent, see Dohnanyi 1969, or Birnstiel et al., 2011) or dust grains in the 275 
interstellar medium (Mathis et al.1977). A similarly simple procedure is used in several works of dust 276 
growth (see e.g., Brauer et al., 2008; Estrada and Cuzzi 2008). This is a very arbitrary procedure but, in 277 
the absence of laboratory experiments on the catastrophic disruption of CAIs, it has the advantage to 278 
be simple and to depend only on a reduced number of free parameter. We performed several test 279 
simulations with constant fragmentation exponents ranging from -2.5 to -4.5 and verified that the 280 
observed size distribution exponent when the distribution has reached a steady state, does not 281 
sensitively depend on this parameter (variations of magnitude 0.1 are observed in the slope exponent 282 
only for constant fragmentation exponents ranging from -2.5 to -4.5). This procedure is inspired from 283 
dust experiments showing that such a threshold velocity exists and is often in the range of 1 m/s for 284 
silicate dust (whereas detailed models show that it depends on the aggregates dust mass ratio, degree 285 
of compaction, size of elements etc.; see e.g. Blum and Wurm, 2008). However, since this study is a 286 
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first investigation of CAIs growth, our choice was to adopt the simplest, though non-trivial, approach 287 
in order to easily interpret the results. Vfrag is unknown for CAIs at high temperature. It may be expected 288 
to be larger than Vfrag for cold solid dust. Indeed, since CAIs grow in a hot environment (> 1500 K) they 289 
may become plastic and melt. In consequence they may stick in high impact velocity encounters due 290 
to the strong viscosity of the melt (see appendix A of Jacquet 2014): indeed energy can be efficiently 291 
evacuated during a collision through plastic deformation. Vfrag is considered here a free parameter and 292 
we tested values of 1 m/s and 10 m/s with the assumption that only above 1500 K a CAI can be 293 
plastically deformed owing to partial melting, so that all simulations below 1500 K were run with Vfrag 294 
= 1m/s and simulations above 1500 K were run with both Vfrag to account for possible variations in the 295 
degree of partial melting due to chemistry. The fragmentation velocities used in each run are reported 296 
in Table 2. 297 
4. Results of numerical simulations 298 
4.1 Dynamics of CAIs  299 
Since our simulations are local (they are done in a narrow ring, extending from 0.5 to 0.51 AU, with 300 
radial periodic boundary conditions), only the vertical dynamics of CAI may be investigated and not 301 
the radial motion. Initially, we assume that CAIs precursor form a population of solid-grains with sizes 302 
ranging from 0.01 to 1 m with a size distribution (N>R)R-2.5 and with a total mass  computed such as 303 
the dust/gas mass ratio corresponds to values reported in Table 2. In a few hundred years CAIs start 304 
to grow significantly in all cases considered here.  They are efficiently mixed vertically due to 305 
turbulence and strong coupling to the gas. We present here the state of the run #5 (T=1550K, Vfrag=10 306 
m/s) that is representative of the other cases. Particles motion is complex and there is a competition 307 
between a sedimentation process (due to the loss of energy in the gas drag) and a diffusion process 308 
(turbulence) that scatters particles in all directions. This competition results in a close-to-gaussian 309 
vertical distribution of particles (see e.g. Fromang and Papaloizou 2006, Charnoz et al., 2011) with the 310 
larger particles being more concentrated close to the midplane. The tracers’ locations are visible in 311 
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Figure 3.a. The sedimentation process is very active as we see that the vast majority of dust grains are 312 
concentrated close to the midplane, whereas few particles are scattered vertically, due to the strong 313 
turbulence. A clearer representation of the spatial distribution of grains is visible in Figure 3.b showing 314 
the vertical distribution of grains of different sizes. Millimeter-sized grains (black line) are somewhat 315 
more concentrated near the midplane compared to smaller sizes, and the smallest particles 316 
(micrometer-sized) are comparatively more scattered vertically Note that the most abundant CAIs are 317 
always the smallest. 318 
4.2 Presence of a sharp cut-off radius and implications 319 
We now turn to the size distribution, considering all tracers in the simulations and plotting their size-320 
frequency. We assume that the CAIs population that ends up inside a chondrite has the same size 321 
distribution as before its incorporation, when CAis where still evolving in the gas disk. So we neglect 322 
any effect of size-sorting, like aerodynamic drag, that may -or may not- have happened during the 323 
formation of chondrites. In Figure 5, we show the time evolution of the size distributions for runs #1 324 
to #8. We observe that the size distributions reache a steady state in a time that increase with the 325 
temperature (about 10 years for temperature < 1500K, about 100 years for T=1550 K, 1000 years for 326 
T=1650 K, and about 10000 years for T=1670 K). This increase is an effect of the decreasing dust/gas 327 
ratio with increasing temperature because of partial condensation of refractory species. This time 328 
increases approximately inversely with dust/gas ratio, like the collision rate (since the collision 329 
timescale is inversely proportional to the dust density). After the size distribution has stabilized to a 330 
steady-state shape, the most remarkable feature of the final size distribution is a presence of a sharp 331 
cut-off at large size. Such a cut-off is commonly observed in simulations of dust growth (see e.g. Brauer 332 
et al., 2008; Birnstiel et al., 2011) and corresponds to the size of objects that encounter the others with 333 
an impact speed comparable to the fragmentation velocity Vfrag. It is the so-called “fragmentation 334 
barrier” (see e.g. Brauer et al. 2008 for a detailed description of the fragmentation barrier). This 335 
maximum size is somewhat independent of the temperature as the growth of particles through 336 
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Brownian motion is in general largely negligible (Brauer et al., 2008). Relative velocities are mainly the 337 
result of different coupling with the gas flow and turbulence. Figure 4 shows that random velocities 338 
are dominated by turbulent motion that is a factor up to 10 larger than the drift velocities of dust with 339 
respect to the gas.  At about 1 cm radius, relative velocities are about 10 m/s (Figure 4 bottom right) 340 
that is our fragmentation velocity in high temperature simulations. This confirms that the sharp-cut-341 
off observed in simulation at large sizes is indeed an effect of the fragmentation barrier. Note however 342 
that velocities reported in Figure 4 are measured in the disk midplane. Above the midplane, we have 343 
measured that the relative velocities are higher due to the lower stokes number. But this has no 344 
significant impact on dust growth as the majority of the dust mass is close to the midplane because of 345 
sedimentation. 346 
Inspection of Figure 5 shows that the cut-off radius appears to be strongly dependent of Vfrag: it is about 347 
0.1 mm, 1 cm for Vfrag=1 m/s and 10 m/s respectively. Since CAIs found in chondritic meteorites are 348 
systematically smaller than ~2 cm, this observed cut-off suggests that using Vfrag larger than 1 m/s and 349 
up to ~ 10 m/s may be a good guess for producing cm-sized CAIs. However, since random velocities 350 
are mainly controlled by turbulence through the value of , a smaller value of  results in smaller 351 
random velocities. So an infinite number of (Vfrag, ) combinations may result in the same size-cute-352 
off, since an increase in Vfrag can be always compensated by an increase of . For realistic values of , 353 
we note that magneto-hydrodynamical (MHD) simulations of perfectly magnetized disks indicate that 354 
 is always close to 0.01 (Fromang and Nelson 2009), as used here. It is why we retain Vfrag=10 m/s as 355 
an appropriate fragmentation velocity in order to produce a cut-off at about 1cm. Is this value realistic? 356 
Laboratory experiments of dust impacts show that solid dust aggregates are generally destroyed for 357 
impact velocities in the range of 1 m/s (Blum and Wurm, 2008). However we expect partially molten 358 
particles to be much more resistant and survive impacts of several meters per second as they are 359 
dominated by their viscosity (see e.g. Jacquet, 2014) in the so-called plastic regime. So our results imply 360 
that, if CAIs grew as considered here (competition of coagulation and fragmentation in a turbulent 361 
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environment close to the Sun), a large CAI size cut-off suggests a plastic regime possibly associated 362 
with partial melting during their growth.  363 
 These basic considerations have implications for the origin and formation mechanisms of the various 364 
types of CAIs and for their initial distribution in different chondrite groups. FG-CAIs are found in various 365 
abundances in most chondrite groups. Most of them are small, typically up to several 100 µm in their 366 
largest dimension, notably in non-CV chondrites. By contrast, extensively molten CAIs such as type B 367 
CAIs are systematically large, i.e. in the mm-cm size range and are only found in CV-CK chondrites. The 368 
melilite-rich type A CAIs are thought to have been once (at least) partially molten and span a large size 369 
range from 100-200 µm to few cm (e.g. Simon et al. 1999, MacPherson 2003). Among these, the so-370 
called fluffy type A CAIs have long been thought to be condensates, or aggregates of condensates 371 
(MacPherson and Grossman 1984), but were recently interpreted as being aggregates of smaller 372 
partially molten type A CAIs (Rubin 2012). These observations suggest that Vfrag of 1 m/s might be 373 
better to characterize the collisional evolution of FG-CAIs, while larger Vfrag up to 10 m/s might be 374 
relevant for characterizing the collisional evolution of partially to extensively molten inclusions. The 375 
largest abundance of FG-CAIs relative to coarse-grained igneous CAIs from CV chondrites (in a number 376 
ratio of 20-100 to 1; Chaumard et al., 2014) combined with a Vfrag of ~1 m/s could explain the peak at 377 
150-200 µm observed in the size distributions of CAIs in CV chondrites. The larger sizes of igneous CAIs 378 
are better accounted for using a Vfrag in the 10 m/s range, which produces a cut-off in the right size 379 
range, i.e. for cm-sized objects. The coincidence between their igneous nature and the need for a larger 380 
Vfrag to explain their size range is consistent with plasticity during a partially molten state as a possible 381 
cause of a larger Vfrag. We note that several igneous CAIs larger than 1 cm with bowl shapes rather than 382 
spherical shapes have been “frozen” in a plastically deformed state at high velocities relative to the 383 
gas (Ivanova et al., 2014).  384 
Still, this does not explain the occurrence of large unmelted FG-CAIs in the several mm size range in CV 385 
chondrites for which an alternative explanation may be required. If Vfrag of 1 m/s best corresponds to 386 
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FG-CAIs, then a growth in a dynamically quiet environment like a dead-zone could be relevant for these 387 
objects. In such a low turbulence environment, it has already been shown that dust grains can 388 
efficiently grow up to cm-sizes by coagulation (Charnoz and Taillifet 2012). This may also be a preferred 389 
environment for the growth of the large igneous CAIs, although subsequent escape from the dead-390 
zone would be necessary for partial melting and in order to achieve the high velocities relative to the 391 
gas required for the bowl shaped CAIs (Ivanova et al., 2014).  392 
As far as other chondrite groups are concerned, it is worth noting that most CAIs are usually fine-393 
grained and small, typically below 500 µm in size, which indicates a collisional evolution in agreement 394 
with a low Vfrag closer to the classical Vfrag 1 m/s. It is well known that different chondrite groups have 395 
different populations of CAIs (Krot et al. 2001) indicating accretion of CAIs with different spatial and/or 396 
temporal distribution in the protoplanetary disk. Our present dynamical approach does not allow 397 
distinguishing between different populations of CAIs with similar size distribution because we use a 398 
simple approach (no radial transport, assumption of a minimum mass solar nebula) still we evidence 399 
that CAIs sampled by CV-CK chondrites have a different dynamical history compared to other chondrite 400 
groups. CV-CK chondrites, and only CV-CK chondrites, preferentially sampled a reservoir of large 401 
partially (to extensively) melted CAIs with Vfrag possibly as large as 10 m/s, as well as large unmelted 402 
CAIs which may trace the presence of a dead-zone in the solar protoplanetary disk at the epoch of the 403 
accretion of the CV-CK parent body. Note that the existence of a dead-zone and large Vfrag due to partial 404 
melting are not mutually exclusive.  405 
4.3 Shape of the cumulative size distribution 406 
The cumulative size distributions obtained in our simulations for Vfrag=10 m/s and for different 407 
temperatures are presented in Figure 6 and shows a clear linear trend (in log-log plot) reminiscent of 408 
the CAI size distribution observed in meteorites (see Figure 2). However, size distributions obtained in 409 
simulations of CAI growth do not present the flattening at the small-size end. As discussed in section 410 
2, this tendency for a shallower slope at small sizes may be an effect of secondary parent body 411 
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processes, such as aqueous alteration and/or thermal metamorphism as shown by Chaumard et al. 412 
(2014). In order to avoid possible parent body effects on the size distribution, we subsequently 413 
compare our simulations with size distributions calculated for CV-CK CAIs larger than 200-300 µm.  414 
In our simulations, the exponent of the cumulative size distribution is measured in the radius range 415 
from 10-5 m to 10-3 m, a range in which the slope always appears approximately constant. For all 416 
simulations presented in Figure 6, the slope is systematically close to -2.43 with 1 sigma error of about 417 
0.03. We remind to the reader that a system in fragmentation equilibrium has a cumulative size 418 
distribution, N(>r), with an exponential slope close to -2.5 if the material strength does not depend on 419 
size (see e.g. Dohnanyi 1969; Hartman et al., 1969;  Birnstiel et al., 2011), that is equivalent to a 420 
differential mass distribution with N(<R)r-2.5 .  421 
These exponents obtained in our simulations (Table 3) are consistent with values reported in CV-CK 422 
chondrites of CAIs size distribution (Table 1), after correction for slicing (see section 2 and Appendix 423 
A). However, we note that the range of cumulative slopes observed in chondrites extend from -2.54 to 424 
about -2.83, which is slightly steeper than observed in our simulations (about -2.43). This small, but 425 
substantial, difference may either result from the over-simplicity of our collisional model, or more 426 
simply, from small differences on the precise location of the cut-off radius (about 1 cm) in the size 427 
distributions. Indeed we observe that close to the radius-cut off, the slope becomes very steep (< -5) 428 
and thus may bias the measured slope toward steeper values. Birnstiel et al. (2011) provides an 429 
analytical model of the equilibrium size distribution in case a fragmentation barrier is present. 430 
Depending on the growth regime (growth cascade, fragmentation dominated and intermediate) 431 
different exponents are found. Considering the intermediate case, applying Eq. 24 of Birnstiel et al. 432 
(2011) with the current model parameters (-2.5 for the exponent of fragments size distribution and a 433 
collision kernel exponent about -1), the resulting size distribution exponent found is in the range -2.5 434 
to -2.7, which is qualitatively consistent with the above results.  435 
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 We have also tested the sensibility of our approach to the assumed exponent of the size distribution 436 
using simulations with differential size exponents varying between -4.5 and -2.5. It was found that the 437 
final distribution at steady state has always about the same slope, between 0.1 and 1 mm with only 438 
very little variation (about -2.45 0.05), whereas the distribution at smaller sizes may be substantially 439 
different. This insensitivity of the final size distribution to the assumed slope of the fragments’ size 440 
distribution is also found in Figure 6.a of Birnstiel et al. (2011) where varying the  parameter 441 
(exponent of fragments’ size distribution) has little influence on the final size distribution at equilibrium 442 
below the radius at the fragmentation barrier. This is probably an effect not considered in the analytical 443 
model of Birnstiel et al. (2011) such as cratering and erosion, which are found here to be effective 444 
processes just below the maximum radius. It seems that the equilibrium slope size distribution is 445 
relatively independent of the details of the fragmentation process in a collisional cascade just below 446 
the maximum radius (see e.g. Tanaka et al., 1996, Kobayashi & Tanaka 2010). 447 
In conclusion, the observation that the size-exponent of CAIs size distribution is close to the collisional 448 
equilibrium, may tell us that CAIs have reached collisional steady-state, through many series of 449 
coagulation and fragmentation cycles, before being incorporated into chondrites.  450 
4.4 Lifetime of individual CAIs 451 
In addition to the study of global size distributions, our simulations can also be used to shed light on 452 
the growth history of individual CAIs. 453 
We have computed, for each size bin, the production rate of new bodies by coagulation and 454 
fragmentation processes. Our results are reported in Figure 7. Here we insist on the different roles 455 
played by coagulation and fragmentation, that both can produce, or remove, new objects in a given 456 
size range. Thus, for each size range, a production, or destruction, rate can be associated with either 457 
fragmentation or coagulation. 458 
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 To present our results in a physically understandable way, we have plotted in Figure 7 the 459 
characteristic production, or destruction, timescale (i.e. the number of objects in a size bin divided by 460 
the production or destruction rate). Diamonds indicates a destruction/removal timescale while a cross 461 
indicates a production timescale. The black line stands for fragmentation while red line for coagulation. 462 
To summarize: for fragmentation (black line), a cross indicates production of fragments in a given size 463 
range (due to fragmentation of larger bodies) and a diamond indicates that bodies disappear from a 464 
size bin because they are fragmented. For the coagulation regime (red), a cross indicates that a size 465 
bin is populated through coagulation of smaller sized objects, whereas a red diamond indicates that 466 
the size bin loses material because the material is used for the growth of larger bodies. 467 
For all cases, the fragmentation production rate (in black) and coagulation removal rate (in red) are 468 
close to each other (with some noisy sharp variations due to lack of resolution of the simulation). This 469 
means that the fragmentation process is almost balanced by the coagulation process leading to a 470 
steady state size distribution, as observed. The characteristic production timescales range from a few 471 
10 to a few 104 years depending primarily on temperature (because temperature regulates the 472 
dust/gas mass ratio) and to a lesser extent on the size. The lifetime of CAIs at 1650 K is a few 103 years 473 
for mm to cm sized objects and closer a few 102 years for CAIs < 0.1 mm (at the same temperature), 474 
when the dust to gas ratio is 5x10-5. It drops to approximately 10-100 years at T=1350K for a dust to 475 
gas ratio of 5x10-4. Only at onset of CAI mineral condensation at very high temperature (1670K), when 476 
the dust/gas ratio is very low (5x10-6), the timescales jumps to ~104 years to grow mm to cm-sized CAIs. 477 
Ultra-refractory CAIs, such as hibonite-rich CAIs, corundum bearing CAIs or CAIs with ultra-refractory 478 
Rare Earth Element abundances, are thus expected to be dominated by a population of smaller objects 479 
compared to less refractory CAIs that grew in a denser environment resulting in a shorter growth 480 
timescale. This agrees well with observations in chondrites with only one UR-CAI reported to date 481 
larger than 1 mm (El Goresy et al. 2002). By contrast, less refractory CAIs are common among mm- to 482 
cm-sized CAIs (e.g. type B CAIs or fine-grained spinel-rich inclusions). 483 
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The period of CAI formation is a matter of debate but could last about 103 to 105 years (Larsen et al., 484 
2011; Thrane et al., 2006) that is somewhat larger than the growth timescales observed in our 485 
numerical simulations. This implies that lower temperature CAIs may have been recycled several times 486 
whereas high temperature CAIs may have had just enough time to grow before being extracted from 487 
the condensation region. Recent simulations (Taillifet et al., 2014) show that a single CAI takes about 488 
1500 years to escape the production region of CAIs (this region may produce CAIs for 105 years, but 489 
one individual object could leave it in a shorter time due to turbulent diffusion and gas drag), implying 490 
that the material it contains should have been fully processed (i.e. coagulated then fragmented) up to 491 
100 times for the least refractory CAIs. These multiple recycling events may have major consequences 492 
on our understanding of CAI ages since newly formed condensates will be rapidly assembled with 493 
fragments resulting from CAI collisions. The important implications of this effect are that the age of 494 
CAI precursors are likely to be biased toward older ages and the restricted period of CAI formation 495 
estimated from bulk rock 26Al dating is possibly underestimated. This period has been estimated by 496 
various studies to vary between possibly as little as 4 000 years (Larsen et al. 2011) and at most 50 000 497 
years (Thrane et al. 2006) depending on the analytical uncertainties of the measurements. Averaging 498 
data from several sources, a duration of 24 400 years is taken by Mishra and Chaussidon (2014). The 499 
extent of this underestimation strongly depends on the relative efficiencies to produce small dust 500 
particles by condensation of new CAI precursors and fragmentation of previous CAI generations. This 501 
possible bias on bulk rock ages is a possible explanation for the observed difference between the short 502 
period for CAIs precursor formation and the longer period of CAI processing determined from mineral 503 
isochrons on individual CAIs (see e.g. Kita et al., 2013; Mishra and Chaussidon 2014). The quantification 504 
of this effect is complex and will be addressed in a future paper. 505 
This recycling may also scramble and mix the different generations of CAIs populations. One would 506 
expect from our model to have fine-grained CAI-like fragments being dominant precursors of both FG-507 
CAIs and coarse-grained igneous inclusions because they are the dominant population of CAIs. But, 508 
although it may not be the majority, fragments of igneous CAIs are likely to be present among the 509 
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precursors of later igneous CAIs due to the recycling process. Such precursors would thus have highly 510 
variable thermal histories. Aggregation and coagulation of such diverse precursors is an efficient way 511 
to produce very complex CAIs with both chemical and isotopic systematics difficult to understand in 512 
simple condensation + evaporation + fractional crystallization models. Growing observations indicate 513 
the aggregation of such heterogeneous precursors. The coagulation of at least three types of 514 
precursors with different thermal histories including ultra-refractory (UR) inclusions, FUN-CAI like 515 
(Fractionated with Unknown Nuclear isotopic anomalies) material and spinel-rich proto-CAIs has been 516 
recognized in the compact type A inclusion Efremovka 101.1 (Aléon et al. in prep). The 3N inclusion of 517 
the NWA 3118 CV chondrite shows aggregation of multiple CAI precursors, including at least one 518 
compact type A, a forsterite-bearing type B, and a small UR inclusion, all three being partially melted 519 
(Ivanova et al. 2012). The presence of Ca-bearing forsterite (fo) in fo-rich type B CAIs may be explained 520 
by melting and subsequent crystallization of CAI material having accreted a forsterite rich rim (Krot et 521 
al., 2014; Bullock et al., 2012) strengthening further the idea that fully formed CAIs are multi-522 
component assemblages. In addition, the study of Ca and Ti isotopic composition of FUN inclusions 523 
indicates an isotopic continuum between FUN-CAIs and normal CAIs, which can be easily interpreted 524 
as recycling of a variable amount of presolar evaporation residues with large Ca and Ti isotopic 525 
anomalies among regular CAI precursors (e.g. Park et al. 2014). Finally, this may also explain the 526 
decoupling between various isotopic systems, or between isotopic systems and chemistry, in complex 527 
inclusions, such as the evaporated host inclusion of E101.1 which shows decoupling of Mg and Si 528 
isotopes (Aléon et al. in prep). 529 
5. Summary and conclusion 530 
We have reported here a first attempt to quantify the collisional growth of CAIs in the disk’s inner hot 531 
regions by confronting meteoritic observations to numerical simulations. First, we quantified CAI 532 
populations observed in sections of primitive chondrites. We found that, after correction for 533 
geometrical effects (Appendix A), the observed CAI populations have a power-law size distribution with 534 
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cumulative size exponent ranging from -2.5 to -2.8 (for CAIs radii ranging from a few 0.1 mm to a few 535 
mm) close to the equilibrium value (-2.5) for a collisionally evolved population (see e.g. Dohnanyi 1969 536 
for the simple collisional case with no recycling or Birnstiel et al., 2011 for a more refined model with 537 
recycling through coagulation and fragmentation of largest sized bodies). In order to understand and 538 
interpret these results in the context of planet formation, a dust-growth code was used (LIDT3D 539 
described in Charnoz & Taillifet 2012). The growth of CAIs was simulated in a minimum mass solar 540 
nebula at 0.5 AU from the proto-Sun at temperatures varying between 1250 and 1670 K. The disk is 541 
assumed to be turbulent with =0.01. 542 
Our main findings are: 543 
 Numerical simulations naturally produce power-law distributions of CAIs with cumulative size 544 
exponents close to observations and with a sharp size cut-off that results from the so-called 545 
“fragmentation barrier”. The fragmentation barrier controls the size of the largest objects. 546 
 Millimeter to centimeter-sized CAIs grow locally in a short timescale (a few 100 to 104 years) 547 
provided that the CAIs stick up to encounter velocities up to 10 m/s. High fragmentation 548 
velocities, about 10m/s, do not seem unreasonable as experiments of cold dust coagulation 549 
show that dust particles may stick up to velocities of around 1 m/s (Blum & Wurm, 2008). 550 
Noting that at high temperatures CAIs become plastic, this would make collisions more 551 
dissipative and thus more sticky (see e.g. Jacquet, 2014).  552 
 The higher the temperature, the lower the dust/gas ratio and thus,  the longer the timescale 553 
to reach collisional equilibrium and the longer the growth timescale. The growth timescales 554 
ranges from a few 100 years at ~1250 K to about 104 at ~1670K. So, there is a complex cycle: 555 
whereas CAIs may have been produced during 103 to 105 years, they are in an 556 
accretion/destruction cycle with a timescale increasing with temperature. This constant 557 
recycling may have important consequences on the chronology of CAIs as it scrambles 558 
information between newly formed condensates and fragments of older CAIs, incorporated 559 
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into the same single object. This may bias estimates of bulk rock CAI ages toward older ages 560 
and a more restricted period of formation. 561 
 At lower temperatures, CAIs have a shorter growth timescale so that less refractory inclusions 562 
are expected to be larger in average than more refractory inclusions. This is qualitatively 563 
consistent with meteoritic observations. 564 
Still a detailed comparison to laboratory data remains uneasy due to the few studies of the CAI size 565 
distributions in the literature. In particular, it is unknown if various CAIs within a single chondrite 566 
represent the full local size-distribution of CAIs in the environment in which they formed, or if some 567 
aerodynamic processes could have yield to a preferential size sorting before or during incorporation 568 
into a single chondrite (see e.g. Cuzzi et al., 2001; Johansen et al., 2007). 569 
The numerical simulations presented in this work are, of course, limited by the omission of important 570 
processes such as condensation from the gas and radial transport. Indeed, gas condensation produces 571 
nanometer- to micrometer-sized precursors, which should feed the low-size end of the distribution. 572 
The condensation at the surface of already formed CAIs may also slightly increase the body size. Due 573 
to the local nature of the present simulation, loss of CAIs into the star is not considered here, and radial 574 
transport may imply that a fraction of the biggest objects may disappear and be replenished due to 575 
gas drag.  576 
This study predicts that the growth of CAI through a simple coagulation/fragmentation competition, 577 
starting from sub-micrometer condensates, naturally produces a simple power-law size distribution of 578 
CAIs, that is indeed observed in CAIs cuts, as reported in the present paper.  Advanced technics, like 579 
3D tomography, may directly give access to the 3D size distribution of CAIs.  We can note here that 580 
Hezel et al. (2008) reported a Poisson distribution for CAIs in chondrites (using a 2D measurements). 581 
Such a distribution, as noted by the authors, can be due to the fact that some areas of chondrites 582 
studied contain only very few CAIs while others contain many of them. In our case, this effect of 583 
heterogeneous distribution of CAIs within the whole rock is excluded because the sections observed 584 
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by Chaumard et al. (2014) and in the present paper (from 9.2 to 890 cm2) are several orders of 585 
magnitude larger than those of Hezel et al. (2008) (<100 mm2). 586 
If a simple-power law is not found using 3D tomography, this may mean that non-collisional processes 587 
are at play during either (i) the formation of CAIs (ii) their accretion with the others chondritic 588 
components (iii) or during their evolution inside the chondrite . For example, secondary alteration, like 589 
metamorphism may result in selective destruction, or size modification, of the smallest or the most 590 
fine-grained CAIs as discussed in section 4.3 and in Chaumard et al. (2014).  591 
In conclusion, while CAIs may have experienced significant processing that may have erased many 592 
signatures of their formation history, the sizes of these objects constrain their growth histories and the 593 
conditions during which they grew in high-temperature regions of the solar nebula. 594 
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Figure 1: Representative scanned slabs of CV and CK carbonaceous chondrites used to establish the 762 
CAI size distributions in Chaumard et al. (2014) and the present study. (a) Allende, (b) NWA 2900, and 763 
(c) TNZ 057. Scale bars are 1 cm. Numerous CAIs are visible as whitish inclusions, with several examples 764 
of cm-sized and mm-sized CAIs labeled with arrows. Dark mm-sized grains of pyroxene are visible 765 
within coarse-grained CAIs, whereas grains are indistinguishable in fine-grained CAIs. 766 
 767 
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 782 
Figure 2 : Cumulative size distribution (number of objects with radius larger than R) of CAIs measured 783 
in different CV-CK carbonaceous chondrites: Allende (red), NWA 779 (blue), NWA 2900 (green), and 784 
Tnz 057 (black). 785 
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 791 
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 794 
 795 
 796 
 797 
 798 
 799 
Figure 3: (a) (R,Z) positions of tracers in the disk, the color stands for the dust size (see scale on 800 
right). Distance units are in astronomical units. The solid lines indicate the pressure scale height. (b) 801 
Distribution of dust as a function of the distance above the midplane (Y axis) in units of pressure 802 
scale height (H~0.026 AU). Lines in black, blue, green, and red stand for CAIs with radii of 5000, 500, 803 
50, and 5 microns, respectively. Each curve is normalized to 1 at its maximum.  These plots are 804 
extracted from simulation #5 (see table 2 for simulation parameters) after 1000 years of evolution. 805 
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 811 
 812 
 813 
 814 
Figure 4: Contribution of the different terms (thermal, turbulence, drift) to the total relative velocities 815 
between pairs of particles, as a function of particle sizes. Here, the velocities are given for the particles 816 
in the midplane of the disk. Note that the thermal and turbulent relative velocities are computed 817 
analytically (section 3.2) whereas the drift velocities are directly measured in the simulation. The white 818 
line designates encounter velocities of 10m/s. 819 
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 825 
 Figure 5: Size distribution (number of bodies in each size bin) obtained in the different simulations 826 
cases (Table 2). Each simulation ends at a different time (Tend) after ensuring good convergence to a 827 
steady state. d stands for the dust/gas ratio. Color lines show the size distribution at different epochs: 828 
black: 0 years; dark-blue: Tend/100; light blue: Tend/20; green: Tend/10; yellow: Tend/3; orange: Tend/2; 829 
red: Tend.     830 
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 847 
Figure 6:  Cumulative size distributions obtained for Vfrag=10m/s at three different temperatures. 848 
Cumulative distribution exponents varying between 0.1mm and 1 mm are reported in Table 2. 849 
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 851 
Figure 7: Timescale for doubling/halving the mass in each size bin because of coagulation process (red 852 
line) or fragmentation process (black line). “+” symbol indicates a production rate (for coagulation this 853 
means that new bodies are formed due to coagulation, and for fragmentation this means that 854 
fragments are produced in the size range), diamonds indicate an elimination rate (for coagulation this 855 
means that bodies are used to form larger objects, and for fragmentation this means that bodies in 856 
the size range are destroyed). Spikes and discontinuities are due to the lack of numerical resolution 857 
and averaging only during one time-step. 858 
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Tnz 057 
(CK4) 
> 4  3024 
0.3 mm 7 mm -1.70  0.004 -2.70 -2.54 
NWA 
2900 
(CV3) 
3.8–4 223 
0.2 mm 2 mm -1.71  0.021 -2.71 -2.55 
NWA 779 
(CV3) 
3.6–3.8 311 
0.2 mm 1.5 
mm 
-1.99  0.024 -2.99 -2.83 
Allende 
(CV3ox) 
> 3.6 278 
0.2 mm 1 mm -1.80  0.029 -2.8 -2.64 
 874 
Table 1 : Power-law exponents of CAI cumulative size distributions (so that N(>r)Rexponent) measured 875 
in different meteorites. Rmin and Rmax correspond to the lower and upper boundaries of CAI sizes over 876 
which the slope has been measured. They were chosen so that the size distributions are about a power 877 
law (i.e. appear as linear in Figure 2) in that range, so avoiding the knee at lower sizes (maybe due to 878 
metamorphism) and the steep cut-off at larger sizes. “Sigma” shows the accuracy of the fit at 1 sigma. 879 
The petrologic type quantifies the extent of parent body modifications due to metamorphism. 880 
Primitive chondrites are of type 3.0. Increasing index corresponds to increasing metamorphism. 881 
Complete chemical equilibration and partial melting are considered to occur at type 4 and above type 882 
7, respectively. The given size exponents correspond to those directly measured on CAIs observed in 883 
meteorites sections. Analytical corrected exponents are obtained by subtracting 1 to account for the 884 
sectioning effect, assuming the size distribution is a power law (see Appendix A.1). Numerically 885 
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corrected exponents are obtained by computing numerically the size-exponent between a real 886 
distribution and the one observed in a meteorite cross-section, and may be somewhat more accurate 887 
that the simple-power law correction (-1) for the size range close to the cut-off radius. 888 
 889 
 890 
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 892 
Run # Gas Temperature Dust/gas 
ratio (d) 
Fragmentation 
Velocity 
#1 1670 K 5 10-6 10 m/s 
#2 1670K 5 10-6 1 m/s 
#3 1650 K 5 10-5 10 m/s 
#4 1650 K 5 10-5 1 m/s 
#5 1550 K 2 10-4 10m/s 
#6 1550 K 2 10-4 1 m/s 
#7 1350 K 5 10-4 1 m/s 
#8 1250 K 5 10-3 1 m/s 
 893 
Table 2: List of the different simulation parameters investigated here. See section 3.1 for details. 894 
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 902 
 903 
 904 
 905 
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 906 
 907 
Simulation Case Exponent of the cumulative 
size distribution between 
0.1mm and 1 mm 
 
1 sigma 
error 
 #1       T=1670, f=2 10-6, Vfrag=10 m/s -2.43 0.026 
#3      T=1650, f=5 10-5, Vfrag=10 m/s -2.44 0.032 
#5     T=1550, f=2 10-4, Vfrag=10m/s -2.44 0.04 
 908 
 909 
Table 3:  Measured slope exponents (cumulative size distribution) of the CAI cumulative size 910 
distribution obtained in simulations with Vfrag=10 m/s. The slope exponent was measured from radii 911 
0.1mm to 1 mm in all cases. 912 
 913 
 914 
 915 
 916 
 917 
 918 
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 919 
Appendix A: Relation between the apparent size distributions of CAIs 920 
in sections across a meteorite and their real size distributions  921 
A.1 Analytical correction assuming a simple power-law distribution 922 
CAIs’ size distributions are obtained in laboratory from the observations of sections across a meteorite. 923 
In these sections only cut across CAIs are visible. So the apparent radii of these CAIs cuts are, of course, 924 
smaller than the real CAIs’ radii. So an important question is: how the apparent size distribution of 925 
CAIs’ radii observed in sections relates to the real distribution of CAIs’ radii (if we could extract them 926 
from the meteorite)? We show here that if the real size distribution of CAIs is a power-law with 927 
exponent - and if we consider a size range much smaller than the maximum size of CAIs, then the 928 
exponent of the CAIs’ size distribution in the thin section is -+1 (so it is shallower). This is easily 929 
demonstrated below. 930 
We assume that a collection of CAIs with a size distribution P(R) is dispersed in a meteorite of 931 
characteristic length L and that all CAIs are spheres (as a first approximation) with radii R. We also 932 
assume that P(R) follows a power-law:  933 
𝑃(𝑅) = 𝐾𝑅−𝛼  Eq. A1 934 
with K standing for an arbitrary normalization factor and with >0. dN, the number of CAIs with radius 935 
between R and R+dR, is: 936 
𝑑𝑁 = 𝑃(𝑅)𝑑𝑅  Eq. A2 937 
We consider now a cut of the meteorite and we consider a single CAI with radius R. Let x be the distance 938 
of the cut plane to the CAI’s center (measured perpendicularly to a cut plane). Cutting a sphere of 939 
radius R at the distance x from its center creates a disk with radius r given by:  940 
{
𝑟(𝑥) = √𝑅2 − 𝑥2𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑥 < 𝑅
𝑟(𝑥) = 0𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑥 ≥ 𝑅
 Eq. A3 941 
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 942 
Let x0 the abscissa of the CAI center in the meteorite. Noting that the meteorite’s length is L, x may 943 
vary between x0 and L-x0. The probability of cutting the meteorite at distance x from the center, P(x), 944 
is uniform so: 945 
𝑃(𝑥) =
1
𝐿
    Eq. A4 946 
Knowing that the distribution of x is uniform and considering a single CAI of radius R, what it the 947 
probability distribution of cutting the CAI and creating a disk with radius r? We call this probability P(r 948 
| R). By the classical law transformation of distribution, we must have || P(r) dr || = || P(x) dx || so 949 
that: 950 
𝑃(𝑟 ∨ 𝑅) = 𝑃(𝑥)‖
𝑑𝑥
𝑑𝑟
‖   Eq. A5 951 
Knowing x as a function of r and R using Eq.A.3, we obtain: 952 
{
𝑃(𝑟 ∨ 𝑅) =
𝑟
𝐿√𝑅2−𝑟2
𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑟 < 𝑅
𝑃(𝑟 ∨ 𝑅) = 0𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑟 ≥ 𝑅
  Eq. A6 953 
Finally, we assume that we have a collection of CAIs in the meteorite with a radius probability 954 
distribution P(R) given by Eq. A1. Now let assume we do a section of this meteorite, we want to now 955 
the distribution of CAI cuts with apparent radius r, P(r). The probability of finding a CAI cut of apparent 956 
radius r is obtained by integrating P(r | R) over all CAIs with radii R multiplied by the probability of 957 
finding a CAI with radius R, i.e: 958 
𝑃(𝑟|𝑅
𝑃(𝑟) = ∫
+∞
𝑅=0
∙ 𝑃(𝑅)𝑑𝑅
   Eq. A7 959 
Noting that for P(r | R)=0 for R<r, we have: 960 
𝑃(𝑟) = ∫
𝐾𝑟𝑅−𝛼
𝐿√𝑅2−𝑟2
𝑑𝑅
+∞
𝑅=𝑟
    Eq. A8 961 
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Using a simple exchange of variable U=R/r we find: 962 
𝑃(𝑟) =
𝐾𝑟−𝛼+1
𝐿
∫
𝑈−𝛼
√𝑈2−1
𝑑𝑈
+∞
𝑈=1
   Eq. A9 963 
The term under the integral, whereas difficult to compute, does not depend on r. So we find: 964 
𝑃(𝑟) ∝ 𝑟−𝛼+1    Eq.A10 965 
We see that the exponent of the distribution of CAIs’ apparent radii in a meteorite section is larger 966 
than the real distribution of CAI radii. Since >0, this means that the resulting distribution has a 967 
shallower slope. The difference between the two slopes is simply 1. To be fully convinced of this result 968 
we have simulated the process of “cutting” a meteorite numerically. We have spread in a volume of 969 
characteristic length L a distribution of CAIs. The distribution is shown Figure A1 in black solid line. We 970 
choose at random the abscissa of the cut plane in the meteorite and computed the apparent radius of 971 
CAIs in the resulting thin section using Eq.A3. Simulating 104 cuts like this, we averaged the resulting 972 
distributions (Figure A1, red line). Consistently with the calculus described above, it is found to be 973 
shallower with precisely a difference in slope by 1 in the size range between 10-7 and 10-3 m. 974 
A.2 Numerical correction below the cut-off radius. 975 
We have assumed above that the size-distribution of CAIs was a simple power-law. This is indeed a 976 
reasonable approximation of simulation’s results. However, in the size range close to the cut-off radius 977 
(the size-range we are interested in, around 1 mm size), the size-distribution may deviate significantly 978 
from a power law because of the cut-off, inducing an error in the analytical correction described above. 979 
To overcome this difficulty, we have numerically simulated the process of “slicing” a meteorites using 980 
CAIs obtained in the numerical simulation: 104 “virtual” CAIs were distributed in a “virtual” meteorite 981 
(their centers were randomly choose using a uniform law) and a virtual cross-section was computed 982 
by choosing at random the cut-plane. Then, we computed the apparent radii of CAIs intersected by the 983 
cut-plane and computed the resulting size distribution. By doing so, we numerically determined that 984 
the correction factor between the real cumulative size distribution and the size-distribution in a cross-985 
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section is about -0.84 0.05 between 0.1 and 1mm for those size distributions that extend beyond 986 
1mm. This is close, but still substantially different from the analytical correction factor assuming a 987 
power law derived above (-1). 988 
 989 
 990 
Figure A1: Computing numerically the distribution of CAI apparent radii in a thin section (red line) from 991 
an initial population of CAIs with distribution computed in black. To obtain the red distribution, we 992 
averaged over 104 different cuts drawn at random. The bump observed in the smallest size bins 993 
corresponds to all CAIs that did not appear in any section. The average slope of the black line is -2.42 994 
between r=10-5m and r=10-3m and the average slope of the red line is -1.37 in the same radial range. 995 
 996 
A.3 Summary 997 
Describing the size-distribution as a single power-law is correct far from the size cut-off, whereas it 998 
fails close to the size cut-off (because the cut-off is more a step-like function, rather than a power 999 
law). In conclusion, if the real underlying size distribution of CAIs is a simple power law, extending up 1000 
to a maximum radius (here close to 1cm) the following correction to the observed size exponent should 1001 
be applied in order to retrieve the original size distribution of CAIs.  1002 
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 In the range of sizes much below the maximum radius cut-off (so that the cut-off does not 1003 
affect the statistic): the correction to the exponent is -1. This has been determined analytically 1004 
assuming a simple and infinite power-law size-distribution. 1005 
 For sizes close to the maximum cut-off radius, and especially just below, the correction is 1006 
rather -0.84 due to the presence of the cut-off, that makes the simple power-law 1007 
approximation not valid. This correction has been determined numerically. 1008 
This change of regime is clearly visible in Figure A1 when comparing the red and black curve. 1009 
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